REQUEST FOR COPY OF POLICE REPORT

The cost for copies is $0.50 per page.

Approximately FIVE (5) working days is needed to process all request.
NO REQUESTS WILL BE MAILED.
All requests will be left at the Winchester Police Dispatch for pick up.

Connecticut State Law (CGS 1-210) limits the release of certain reports and/or information. The types of reports that cannot be released are:

- PENDING CASES
- STATEMENTS OF WITNESSES* (you may get copies of your own statement)
- SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS
- UNCORROBORATED ALLEGATIONS OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
- INFORMATION TO BE USED IN PROSPECTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTION
- ARREST RECORDS ON JUVENILES
- DISMISSED, ERASED OR NOLLED REPORTS
- MEDICAL REPORTS/FILES
- INVESTIGATORY TECHNIQUES
- DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INCIDENT

** MUST BE COMPLETED

REQUEST FOR REPORT

**Requested by: ___________________________ Phone/Email: ___________________________

**Incident Location: ________________________________________________________________

**Persons Involved: _________________________________________________________________

**Type of Report: [ ] ACCIDENT [ ] CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

**DATE OF REPORT: ____/____/______ ** CASE # ________________

REPORT REQUEST STATUS

AVAILABLE [ ] TOTAL PAGES: _________ COST: $___________

NOT AVAILABLE [ ] Reason: [ ] Case Pending [ ] Other: ________________________________

[ ] NO REPORT FOUND WITH INFORMATION PROVIDED

Authorized by: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________